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Introduction 
The Bible is ALWAYS FIRST TRUTH. David says of the Word “I have hidden your 
word in my heart that I might not sin against you” Psalm 119: 11. 
Reading and studying the Bible helps us see beyond the attractive "bait" to the 
painful "hook" in sinful temptations, so that we can learn from others' mistakes 
rather than making them ourselves. I 
It introduces us to WHO God is and WHAT He is like. It helps us GROW in our 
relationship with God. It gives us the overview picture of what caused our 
breakdown in relationship with God and how it is restored.  
The Bible speaks of itself when it says “It is BREAD for our Spiritual hunger.  
Helping Kids know God’s Word is one of the great privileges and responsibilities we 
are given as a Leader and worker in Children’s Ministry.  
Tragically, this generation of children who are leaving our Kids Ministry are most 
Bible illiterate generation of the church. 
This Training manual is a ‘helper’ in getting the Word of God into Children in some 
Fun and Creative ways.  
As we help kids get to know the Bible better, it gives opportunity for the Word to 
work IN and THROUGH them. D.L. Moody, the great preacher of by-gone years 
said: “The Bible is not given for our information BUT TRANSFORMATION. 
It transforms thinking patterns which in turn change behaviour and belief patterns. 
It gives opportunity for God to speak to children as they recognise His Voice 
through the Bible and other means that God uses to communicate with us.  

May it be said of our children Job 23: 12 “I have not departed from the commands 
of his lips; I have treasured the words of His mouth more than my daily bread" 

God Bless 

Pastor Shane Cooke 
Melbourne Australia 
scooke9@icloud.com 
Ph: (+61) 0425836370 
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Bible Memory Verse made Easy 

#1 
Bible Verse Clothes Line Relay 

 

What
A relay race to put the words of the verse in the correct order.

Supplies
Clothes Pegs, Clothes Line, Card for the verse to be written out (one word per 
card)

How
Teams of children will run a relay to put a verse in order. They will run to get each 
word and then hang each word on a clothes line with clothes pins in the correct order.
. On “GO” the first player on each team runs to the table and picks up one card. He 
runs back to his team and pins the verse card on the clothes line by his team ... 
approximately where it appears in the Bible verse. 
This process continues until the whole verse is hanging in the correct order.

Alternative #1Place the words of the verse on the line in the wrong order. Have each 
team member run to place their word in the correct order.

Alternative #2 Place all the words in a pile (all mixed up) on a table and have each 
team member go to the pile to find the next correct word of the verse. They then take 
their word to the clothesline and hang it on the line.
This process continues until the whole verse is hanging in the correct order. 

The team to complete the verse in correct order are the winners. 
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#2

Bible Verse Erase 
What
Use a Whiteboard and eraser to memorise the Bible 
verse.

Supplies
White Board, Whiteboard pens & Eraser
Alternative: You can use a chalk board, chalk & 
Chalk Duster

How
Write the Bible verse on the whiteboard. Have the children repeat it a number of 
times. Once they are repeating it well, begin to erase / remove the words one by one. 
Each time you remove a word, have the children repeat the verse filling in the 
missing words. By the end, all of the verse would have been removed as the kids 
repeat it from memory.

Alternative #1: You can have boys verses girls to see who can remember the entire 
verse in the shortest time possible. 

Alternative #2: This could be a variety of alternatives - girls wearing socks say the 
verse, boys with jeans on say the verse all the time you are removing word by word. 
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#3 

SMS Memory Verse 
What
Write the memory verse out on a piece of paper using only 
the numbers used to write the words in an sms message, i.e. 
the numbers that correspond to the letters on the keypad. (Eg. 
“843 5673 47 4663 = “the lord is good”). 

Supplies
Each team will need a mobile phone or use their own, the Bible verse written in SMS 
code on a white board / video screen etc.

How
Alternative #1 Either in teams or individually if all kids have a mobile phone, allow 
them to use their phone pad to decipher the numbers corresponding to letters to write 
out the Bible verse.
Alternative #2 Have one phone per team. An SMS is sent to all those phones, the 
message is sent in number format, the groups have to see who can decode the Bible 
verse and write it out correctly.
Alternative #3 Same as Alternative #2 BUT this time the group SMS the correct 
decoded verse back to the leader who sent it originally.
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#4 
Mad Gab Memory Verse 

What
This is a good game for introducing a new 
memory verse. Just like the card game ‘Mad Gab’ 
from Mattel©. 
It’s a game of words and phrases, it’s not what 
you say, it’s what you hear. 

Supplies
White Board, whiteboard markers, blank papers and pens for each team

How
Say the words “Day Leo Fur Rings” a few times and you’ll find you’re saying. “daily 
offerings!”, just sound it out. Write up the memory verse in Mad Gab style (eg. “Iron 
hot ash aimed off day goes bell” = I am not ashamed of the gospel). If it’s a large 
memory verse split it into sections (ie. If there are 3 sections to the memory verse 
then make 3 rounds to the game, and when a team has solved the first section, give 
them the second, and so on until they solve the whole verse). 
Players work in teams and compete against each other to solve the memory verse 
first, and when they have solved it, run up to the white board and write it out in full.
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#5 
Jigsaw Puzzle 

What
Divide the children into teams. Give them each on 
of the puzzles in pieces. The team has to put the 
puzzle together to reveal the Bible verse.

Supplies
Blank Card Board puzzles (available at Craft shops or Stationary 
stores)

How
Write the memory verse on pieces of the cardboard Jigsaw puzzle- one word per 
puzzle piece
Divide everyone into groups and give one jigsaw puzzle to each group. The team that 
pieces the memory verse together first is the winner.
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#6 
Edible Memory Verse 

What
Use Cookie letters or Cereal letters to create your memory verse.
This can be done as a relay or an individual on each team. 

Supplies
Cereal Letters or Cookie Letters. Letter Cookie cutters
For cereal letters, you will also need Bowls, milk, spoons and a 
piece of A4 or A3 size card.

How
There are a few alternatives to making this Bible memory verse. 

Alternative #1 If you are using the cereal letters
Put each teams letters into a cereal bowl. ADD Milk.
On “GO” they need to find and fish out the letters for each word of the memory verse. 
Place them onto the Card. the first team to complete the verse is the winner.

Alternative #2 Using Cookie Letters, place all the 
letters in a large bowl. The teams have to find the 
letters of each word. First team to complete the verse 
is the winner. 

Allow the teams to eat their memory verse whether 
cereal or cookies. 
Warning: Check for food allergies among the 
contestants first.

Alternative #3 If you are unable to find cookie letters or cereal letters, THEN have 
the children create the letters with play-doh and letter Cookie cutters. 
This can be a team effort as they see which team can create the letters and place them 
in the correct order. 

For all the above - have the teams recite the verse a few times. 
You can also use the “Eraser” idea #2 to remove letters and words as the groups 
memorise the verse.
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Alternative Lettering Formats 

#1 Foam Lettering from your local toy stores
#2 Magnetic letters.These are a great investment. Using a magnetic board (most 
Whiteboards are magnetic)
I have used the magnetic lettering set many times including for Words in themes such 
as Christmas and Easter stories. 
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#7 
Balloon Pop Bible Verse 

What
Place a word from the memory verse into a balloon. 
Pop balloons to find the word and place in correct order.

Supplies
2 sets of Balloons, Paper with Bible verse individual words on 
them, Bibles

How
Take the Bible verse and print it onto a piece of paper. Cut the verse into individual 
words which are then placed in a balloon before being inflated. 
You will then instruct the teams they have to pop the balloons, find the word in the 
balloon, then arrange the words in the correct order to make the verse. 
Have one member of the team, have the Bible verse open in their Bibles so they can 
direct the team in placing the words in the right order. 
Have the children recite the verse a number of times.

Alternative #2 Blow up All of the balloons and tie closed. Lay the 
balloons on the floor in a large open area of the room. Instruct the 
children to form a circle around the balloons, and on the count 
of three have the kids stomp on the balloons with their feet until 
all of them are popped. 
After all the balloons are popped, have the children pick up the 
slips of paper and work together to arrange the words of the 
memory verse in the correct order as fast as possible.
(SAFETY NOTE: Make sure that kids wait until instructed to pick up the pieces of 
paper with the verse on. 
Make sure someone is allocated to pick up all the pieces of broken balloons to throw 
away.)
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#8 
Pass the Parcel 

What
Hide a word of the memory verse in 
each layer of the parcel.
With music playing, pass the parcel 
around the group till the music stops 
and then unravel a layer of the parcel. 

Supplies
Parcel wrapped with a number of layers. Have the Bible verse placed word by word 
into seperate layers. Music on CD or live.

How
With music playing, pass the parcel around the group till the music stops and then 
unravel a layer of the parcel.
Repeat till all layers are unravelled and all words have been revealed. Have the group 
place the memory verse in order and say out lout together.

Alternative #2
Teach the memory verse to the group. Make a parcel with prizes in each layer. Have 
the group sit in a circle and pass the parcel around the group to each person while 
they say one word of the memory verse each out loud, whoever has the parcel when 
the memory verse has been said through gets to unwrap a layer. Repeat the process 
saying the memory verse each time until all the layers have been unwrapped. In-
between the verse words, ADD some prizes into the layers. 
This would be great if you were teaching a Bible verse relating to God giving good 
gifts etc.
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#9 
Sing and Action it 

What
There are a number of 
alternatives to doing your memory verse to music. 

Supplies
Music DVD’s with words on the screen
Live music

How
Divide into groups and have each group do the memory 
verse in a different music genre (rap, Opera, Country and 
Western , cartoon characters i.e. Donald Duck, Micky 
Mouse etc)
You could do it in a variety of voices such as “Squeaky 
voice, deep voice, whisper or while doing an action such as 
skipping etc.

If you are able to record the songs, you are then able to play them 
each week as a way to remember the verse.

There are some amazing resources available to help you sing 
scripture. ONE of the very best is Jeff Mc Cullough 
from JumpStart3. He has done some of the very best 
when it comes to putting scripture to music. His DVD’s 
come with Words on screen plus showing you actions 
you can use to help kids remember the verse.
I have asked a few friends around the world for their 
recommended singers who do Scripture Memory to 
music well. Here they are: 
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http://www.slugsandbugs.com/store

Youtube is ALIVE with many different Gospel artists who have creatively put 
Scripture to music. Many give the words on screen as the song is sung.
 

Trust in the lord
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1AdrFosx3qw

A number of Jeff’s songs with words on screen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUwk2ilJB_Q&index=2&list=RD1AdrFosx3qw

The Rizers sing Scripture in the form of upbeat pop/rock songs to 
reinforce God's Word in the hearts of kids and families. You can buy 
The Rizers albums at iTunes, AmazonMp3 or http://
www.therizers.com

Two samples of their music. There are many more of their 
songs. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5DBY3Bo_NA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pZHjbgFPylE&index=2&list=RDn5DBY3Bo_NA
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Scripture Memory Kids
SMK have put a few Scripture songs. Below is a sample of 
them. These would possibly be for younger children. 
http://www.scripturememorykids.com/videos/

Seed Family Worship
https://www.youtube.com/user/seedsfamilyworship

Lantern Music
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC2T1Jp4mmmrmHOelavasNJg

Ephesians 2:10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7qq89l4ZPk

Scripture Lady (Kathy Vincent)
Be Kind and loving to each other  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jUNxotDbv54
Website: https://scriptureladyshop.com

Resourcewell
http://resourcewell.org
We have 60 Bible memory verse songs! They are free 
and we love for people to use them! i'm including the 
link for SoundCloud,
https://soundcloud.com/resourcewell-org

Worship Songs that teach Scripture
Bethel Kids
Not all their songs are scripture direct BUT themes. 
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#10 
Post it Memory Game 

What
Just write one word per post it note and stick on the wall in 
random order. 

Supplies
Post It Notes, Blue Tac / prestik

How
Kids will re-stick the post it notes on the wall to put the bible verse in order.

#11 
Rebus 
A rebus is an allusion device that uses pictures 
to represent words or parts of words. As you 
can see in the example here “My Sheep hear 
my voice and I know them” 
Scan the internet for ideas. Any word that can 
be created in a picture form is a Rebus  

#12 

The FIVE "W" Questions 
Have the children look up the verse in 
their Bibles, then practice saying it 
several times. Then have them close 
their Bible and answer:  
who, what, why,when and where. 
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#13 
CATCH THAT VERSE 

What 
After reading a Bible verse a few times, it is time to 
“Catch” the verse using Ball 

Supplies 
You will need a soft ball, a rolled up sock, or a 
beanbag. 

How 
Have the kids look up the verse in their Bibles and read it several times. Then 
form a circle and give one child the ball. The child that catches the ball says 
the verse, then tosses the ball to someone else in the circle, who will then say 
the verse. Repeat enough times so everyone has a chance to say the verse. 

#14 
BACK AND FORTH 
Divide the kids up into two groups. Have the two groups 
on opposite sides of the room. Taking turns have each 
group recite the verse. As soon as the first group finishes 
the second group begins reciting the verse. Go back and 
forth reciting the verse several times. 

#15 
Your Style Verse 

What 
Divide the group into two teams. The challenge is for 
each team to outdo the other in saying the memory 
verse in a creative way.  

Supplies 
Creative thinking, Actions and loud voices 

How 
Appoint a leader to each team who will help come up with creative moves, actions etc. 
Teams alternate saying the verse and ADD in their creative flair to the verse.  
An example: Team 1 could say the verse  while hopping on one foot. Team 2 will respond 
by having the kids say the verse while clapping after each word.  
Team 1 then says the verse while doing another action or creative move with Team 2 
responding by saying the verse while doing ___________ and so on.  
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#16 
The Hula Hoop Challenge 
 
What 
Place the verse on the board or a power point. 
 Select one or more children to come to the 
front.  The entire class says the verse and the 
children up front must hula until it is 
completed.  Play several times.  See who can say the verse from memory. 

Supplies 
Hula Hoops, Bible verse written out 

How 
Place the verse on the board or a power point.  Select one or more children to 
come to the front.  The entire class says the verse and the children up front 
must hula until it is completed.  Play several times.  See who can say the 
verse from memory. 

Alternative #2 
Same as above but this time you use a Skipping Rope 
instead of Hula Hoops. 
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#17 
Bean Bag TOSS.   

What
Use several boxes or make a huge grid on the floor 
with masking tape.  Place a word or phrase on 
each box or square.  

Supplies
Boxes for each word of the verse or create grid on floor, Bean Bags or rolled up socks

How
Say the verse with the class then select someone to come and toss the bean bag. 
 Remove the word that the bag was tossed into.  
As an extra incentive, place some prizes in some or all the boxes or squares of the 
grid.
Keep repeating the verse each time a word is removed.
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#18 
Hot Potato Bible Verse 

What
Have children sit on the floor in a circle. The first child says the 
first word of the verse and rolls a ball to anyone in the circle. The 
child receiving the ball says the second word of the verse and so 
on.

Supplies
You can either buy a real potato or ball. You could buy the 
‘hot Potato’ Game.

How
Ideal Hot Potato Musical Potato-Passing Game is a wild, 
frantic, electronic tater-tossing good time! players, Just squeeze the Hot Potato to 
start the music and let the fun begin. Pass the spud to the player next to you or even 
across the room. Toss the tater back and forth, up high, down low, around and around. 
Every time the potato goes off, the person with the potato in their hands has to say the 
next word of the verse.
Hot Seat Bible Verses 
This game works best for multiple children. Write or type the Bible verse on a 
sheet of paper. Cut the words or phrases apart. Tape a word or phrase under 
random chairs in the classroom. After the kids are seated, ask them to look 
under their chairs to see if they are sitting in one of the “hot seats” – a chair 
that has a word under it. Whoever finds a word under their chair brings it to 
the front. The kids must arrange themselves in line, each holding up their 
word, so that the words are in the correct order. 
Lots of Kids? Print the verse in different colours and mix them throughout 
the room. Then, all of the kids with a blue word under their seat must 
complete the blue verse while the kids with a red word under their seat must 
complete the red verse. 
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Bible Verse Review Games for Kids 

Some fun ways to review your memory verses 

#19 
Puzzle Review Game 

What 
For this bible verse review game you will need 
complete puzzles. You can find them cheap at 
$2 Dollar shops or source your local supply. 
A great International company that supplies 
cheap is Oriental Trading 
http://www.orientaltrading.com/toys-games-and-
novelties/games-and-activities/puzzles-a1-550240.fltr 
Their 24 piece puzzle is $6:00 per dozen 

Supplies 
A 24-48 piece puzzles to be excellent for this review. These puzzles will have 
an picture on them which is what you want. 
Enough puzzles that each child has one to take home 
Ziplock Bags, Colour pens 

How 
Complete the puzzle and flip it over. Then write with the colour pens one (or 
two) words per piece to fit the entire memory verse on the puzzle pieces. 
Once completed, have each child place into a Ziplock bag to take home.  
They will memorise the verse each time they create the puzzle.  
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#20 
Domino Memory Game 

What 
Print a word of your desired bible verse per sticky label. 
Now stick the labels each on a domino making sure 
there is no overlap on at least one side so that they 
will not have trouble standing up. 

Supplies 
Set of Dominoes, Sticky labels (small enough to fit onto a domino), Bible 
verse. 

How 
Kids will love lining the dominoes up to make the verse and getting to knock 
them down when they are done. Do this few times as they review the Bible 
verse. 
Each time they are knocked down, have the kids reset the dominoes in verse 
order then allow them to knock them down.  

#21 
Lego Bible Verse Review 
Create a block of Lego. Make the top line blank so kids 
will know how wide the block is suppose to be.  Now 
using a sharpie or permanent marker to put one word on 
each Lego piece.  

Kids will need to put together the memory verse word by 
word.  

Note: Look out for cheap Legos at garage sales or if someone is getting rid of 
theirs.  

Alternative #2 You can buy or use the EXTRA LARGE 
Lego type blocks called MEGA BLOKS so you can write 
the verse out larger and can be seen by a bigger group of 
kids 
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#22 
White Board Dash 

What 
This is a fun bible verse game to play with 
two teams.  
Teams will have a memory verse in front of  
them with mostly blank lines 
Teams can do the same verse or different  
ones.You can use one white board with a  
line down the middle or two white boards  
with one board per team 

Supplies 
White Board and Markers, Bible Verse(s) 

How 
To play, teams form a line and one at a time team members run to the front to 
add one word to the board. They run back and the next team member runs up 
to add another. The game continues until one team finishes their review 
memory verse. 

Alternative # 2  
Roll it Bible Verse Game 

What 
For this memory verse game identify the six most 
common words used and slide each of those word in 
the side or stick them onto the cube.  Now type the 
verse and leave blank lines where the six most 
common words appear.  

Supplies 
You can use a number of versions of DICE or CUBE. 
You can find the Magnetic DICE from educational 
stores or online. 
https://www.abcschoolsupplies.ie/cubes-dice/large-magnetic-
dice 
Alternatively you can create your own or buy a large CUBE 
upon which you can place words.  

How 
Kids will take turns rolling the dice and writing the word they 
rolled onto one of the blank lines. Kids continue until the verse is 
complete. 
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Bible Verse Application  

#23 
Application Pictures 

What
Ask the group “what situations would it be useful to know 
this memory verse?” and then draw pictures of those 
situations on the white board/butchers paper. You can give 
them a “Movie” 

Supplies
Butcher paper or White Board. Comic Blank Page layout 
for each child, speech bubbles and shapes

How
The aim is for them to see how memorising the bible is 
useful in life. Alternatively, you can divide them into 
groups to come up with their own situations and pictures, 
then present it back to the group.
Allow the children to draw their own situations onto the comic page layout and add 
speech bubbles

# 24 
Move it or Lose It 

What 
Children learn best by moving. Find actions to the words of 
your Memory Verse.  

Supplies 
Creativity. Allow the kids to come up with actions or you 
create actions that match the words.  

How 
A creative way to help is to brainstorm motions with the 
children to match the memory verse. When children learn 
movements they are less likely to “lose it” from their 
memory. The more crazy and off the wall the action, the more likely they will 
remember the verse. 
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# 25 
Visual Objects and Association 

What 
Find objects that kids can associate with words of the 
Memory Verse.  

Supplies 
Objects that connect to the words of the Memory Verse 

How 
As you teach the memory verse, use the objects to help kids make an 
association to the word. This would be similar to a REBUS except 
you are now using objects or items instead of pictures & 
drawings. 
For Example: Upon this ROCK will I build my Church 

 

# 26 
Bible Sword Drill 

What 
The Bible is called the “Sword of the Spirit” 
It is a powerful weapon against the devil.  
This is a great way for kids to learn where to find 
scripture verses as they practice using the Sword of 
God’s Word.  

Supplies 
Bibles 

How 
When the leader says "draw weapons", each person sits with their Bible held 
up in air (this is to keep people from putting their fingers IN the Bible while 
hold it up so there is no cheating). 
The leader then calls out a scripture (i.e. Romans 3:23), saying it aloud. 
The leader then will say "Charge". As soon as "charge" is said, everyone tries 
to find that scripture in the Bible. The first person to find the scripture AND 
have their finger on the verse will stand up and start saying the scripture nice 
and loud. You could award prizes for the first person who finds the verse and 
reads it out loud.  
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#27 
Surprise Box 

What
Decorate a box or container with an opening in top 
(large enough for your hand to freely move in and out 
with the memory verse words). Write each word of the 
memory verse on separate sheets of construction paper.

Supplies
Box or container, memory verse cut into individual words, large board or wall, blue 
tac  / presik

How
Have the box to your one side. Take the words of your memory verse and place them 
in order in the front of the class. Have your group say the verse a few times with all 
the words, then ask for a volunteer to take away a word and put it in the “Surprise 
Box”. Ask the class if they can say the verse with the missing word. Continue until all 
words are in the box. Then ask for volunteers to pick one word out of the box and see 
if they can put it back, continuing until the verse has been reconstructed.
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#28 
Straw Relay 

What
As a relay race, each team member must pick up one word of 
the memory verse with their straw, and carry it to their team’s 
table on the other side of the room.

Supplies
Wide Plastic Straws, Memory verse words written on separate pieces of 
Post It Notes or similar size. 

How
Use straws to pick up the Bible memory verse words from a table then run back 
Cut drinking straws in half (approximately 4" pieces), one for each child. (Wide 
straws are best.) Make two sets of the memory verse on small pieces of construction 
paper (approximately 2 1/4" X 3"), each set on a different colour. Divide group into 
teams. Place the words on a table for each team. 
As a relay race, each team member must pick up one word of the memory verse with 
their straw, and carry it to their team’s table on the other side of the room. The first 
team to put the verse together in the correct order and recite the verse wins.

 2 Play a game of charades and act out each word of the verse 
 3 Play wheel of fortune with the memory verse 

Pull a word out of a bowl of whipped cream, slime, or other interesting food 
choice, then put the words together 

Turn the memory verse into a word search 

One-Minute Pit Stop. Gather the kids for a speedy pit stop to refuel with 
God’s Word. Using a timer, each child gets one minute to practice their 
memory verse out loud while the others listen. (A helpful activity for auditory 
learner 
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#29 
Bible Memory Verse Apps & Games 

The following are websites of companies that create “Games 
and Apps for Bible Verse Memory 

Impress Kids 
Have created great games like Verse Hero, Granny's Bible 
Dojo, and Lily Pad Hop, as well as produced a number of 
great videos to support the service.  
Granny's Bible Dojo is also released as an app on iOS.  
This is a free to play website of these games 
http://impresskids.com/play/verse-hero/15526 

You may want to “live stream” these games into your kids 
ministry for a particular verse that matches up with your 
lesson or theme. 

Super Book Kids Bible App 
Let the Adventure Begin! 
This Free iPad & iPhone Bible App, Free Android 
Bible App, Free Kindle Bible App for kids is a media-
rich experience that helps bring the Bible to life with 
videos and images from the Emmy nominated 
SUPERBOOK animation series as well as engaging 
interactive games. 
Now featuring full-length, FREE EPISODES from the 
Emmy nominated Superbook series including David and 
Goliath, The Ten Commandments, Daniel and the Lions’ 
Den, and The First Christmas! 
Videos and interactive content embedded within the Bible, so kids can easily  
interact with each chapter of the children's Bible. 
Biblical answers to hundreds of questions that are common to children. 
This free kids Bible app also includes profiles of people, places and artefacts  
found in the Bible. 
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http://www.cbn.com/superbook/superbook-free-kids-bible-app.aspx 
The Game of Destiny 
This game is designed to help parents teach their 
elementary age kids about character and living the 
Christian life.  It brings up many teaching/discussion 
scenarios which provide easy opportunities for 
coaching, all in the context of having fun together. 
http://www.thegameofdestiny.com 

Adventure Bible App for Kids 
This app is FREE in the two lite versions 
available for Ipad and Iphone. The lite version is 
designed for Bible memory; you can do verse 
scrambles, choosing easy, medium or hard 
levels.  You can even record your own voice 
reading your favourite Bible verse. The full 
version of the app costs $1.99  
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/adventure-bible-memory-hd/id432978219?mt=8
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Crafts for Memory Verse 

#30 
Bible Book Markers 
There are number of websites that allow you to download templates for 
book marks with Scriptures on them.

Alternative #1  You can create Book Marks in  Photoshop or Photoshop 
Elements. The sample here was done in less than 2 minutes. 

Alternative #2 Let the kids create bookmarks with the memory verse on 
it.

 
#31 
Bible Verse Poster.  

What
Choose a memory verse or passage as a 
theme verse. You can either create your 
poster in a publishing program such as 
Photoshop as per our example or you can 
write it on a piece of poster board which can 
then be coloured in and decorated. 

Supplies
Computer, Creativity, Poster Card, Colour pens or paints with brushes. 

How
Decorate the poster with pictures or drawings. Create a new poster each week that 
can be displayed in your kids Ministry Rooms. 
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#32 
Bible Verse Collage.  

What
Using magazines, catalogs, and scrapbooking 
items, material textures to create a  Bible Verse 
Scrapbooking Collage 

Supplies
Scrapbooking Blank Backgrounds, scrapbooking 
items, magazine, junk-mail catalogues etc. Glue, 
Colour pens, textures material such as Hessian etc. 
What ever you want to ADD to your collage. 

How
Cut out the words of a verse along with pictures that link the verse for 
memory. 
To make a Larger Collage, join 3 or 4 Scrapbooking backgrounds or cut 
them up as part of a larger collage. Choose a Bible Verse you want to use.
You may want to use a THEME of Bible verses to help teach a concept or overall 
truth from the Bible. 
(For hard-to-find words, cut out individual letters.) Layout the verse(s) then glue the 
words and pictures to a sheet of construction or scrapbooking paper.
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#33 
Journal Memory Verses 

What
Create Black & White Journal  of multiple pages that kids can write the Bible verse 
down each week. 

Supplies
Black & White Bible Memory Verse Journal created like a book

What
Each week kids will write out the Bible verse on a new page. You can design the 
pages with the same layout so their is a routine format of what needs to be done. 
Each child learns in a unique way. There are those who love to write while others 
love to draw and doodle. there are those who enjoy doing both. The Journal Memory 
Verse page can be creatively completed as the child desires. 
During the week the kids will answer the BIG questions on the page, find ways to 
apply that verse, colour in the page, scrapbooking ideas to decorate the page. 
The following week let the children show their page and works of art as well discuss 
what they found from the Bible verse. 

Sample page at the end of this manual. 
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#34 
Promises Pillowcase.  
What
Create a Promise Pillowcase covered with Bible 
verses.
Buy an inexpensive cotton pillowcase. Create 
your own God’s Promises pillowcase.
Using permanent markers or fabric paints you can 
personalise it with reassuring and comforting 
verses.  For example if you created a Promise 
Pillowcase with promises about God taking care of us. You could use “He who keeps 
you will not slumber” (Psalm 121:2) or “In peace I will lie down and sleep, for you 
alone, O Lord, will keep me safe” (Psalm 4:8 NLT).

Supplies
Cotton Pillowcase, Permanent markers or fabric paints

How
Using permanent markers or fabric paints you can personalise the Pillowcase with 
reassuring and comforting verses. 
If you want to add colour to the pillowcase, you can Tie-dye it before writing the 
scripture verses on it. Why not use Bible verses that speak about God giving you 
peace as you sleep , about His Character and Nature. These are great reminders of 
God’s Goodness towards us. 
Example verses 
“He who keeps you will not slumber” (Psalm 121:2) 
“In peace I will lie down and sleep, for you alone, O Lord, will keep me safe” (Psalm 
4:8 NLT).
Proverbs 3:24 “When you lie down, you will not be afraid; When you lie down, your 
sleep will be sweet.”
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He who keeps you 
will not slumber”  
(Psalm 121:2)  
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#35 
Bible Truth Treasure Chest 

What 
Buy an inexpensive wooden box or create a box to look 
like a treasure chest. This will be used to hold all the Bible 
verses you have memorised. 
This could also be a project that each child makes at Kids 
Ministry and takes home to use.

Supplies
Buy or create a Treasure Chest box that can be used to put your weekly Bible 
memory verses in. 
Gold Spray paint, Hot Glue gun, plastic or real old coins

How
Spray paint or brush paint the outside with matt gold or if you are very creative make 
it look antique. Hot glue plastic coin pieces or even real older coins on the top. With a 
permanent marker or paint pen, write Psalm 119:11 on the side, “I have hidden your 
Word in my heart that i might not sin against You.”Store your memory verse cards 
inside. 
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YouTube sites with other Bible Memory Verse ideas 

Bag It with Scripture Lady 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvee5c0l6rY

Cheer Chant and Repetition with Susan Wright
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osWHfZaSGOE

Teaching BIBLE MEMORY VERSE using MUSIC & 
SKETCHING with BOX LETTERS with Susan Wright 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtLkEirPTRA

Bible Memory Verse using rhythm with Susan Wright 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eq60sdHmDZE

Bible Memory Verse Song & Mexican Hat Dance 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPspWF9NDEI

Fun ways to Memorise Bible verses by 100 Huntley 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swRd9vS_ci4
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Free Downloads PDF 

http://epicstory.com/downloads/epic_bible_act.pdf

http://www.childrendesiringgod.org/documents/events/2013/
Westlund_BibleMemory.pdf

http://www.hopeingod.org/sites/default/files/documents/Memory%20Verse
%20Games.pdf

Games that Teach 
http://www.calvarymv.com/childrensresources/childrensministry/tips-and-tricks/
GamesThatTeach.pdf

Bible Journaling for Kids 

Some creative ideas that can be shared with your kids on how to Bible Journal. 
http://www.thelittlestway.com/bible-journaling-with-children/

Some basic tips and ideas for creating Journals
http://www.shelivesfree.com/2015/01/bible-journaling-kids.html
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To Invite Shane Cooke to Speak at Your Church or Special 
Event, please contact: 

For a Bio of previous ministry, please ask via e-mail.
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More Resources for Family & Kids Ministry by Shane Cooke 

All available from scooke9@icloud.com 
www.shanecookeministries.com 
 

10 Quick Object lessons on the power of words
The Power of Words. 10 Object lessons to teach your children the power of 
words. The Bible tells us that the power of life and death are in the tongue. 
We speak blessings and burdens by the words we say.

Amazing Object Lessons made easy “EVERYTHING PAPER” .
Teach you children how to share the Gospel using Object Lessons. This 
manual has EVERYTHING PAPER. Most simply need a sheet of paper to 
creatively share the Good News of the Gospel with friends.

Creative Evangelism ToolBox
Sharing the Gospel Creatively will help your children with more practical 
tools. Included are the four (4) components needed to share the whole 
message of the Gospel. 

Ministering to families when they lose a child
Written for Children’s Ministers, this can also be a powerful practical tool to 
your family when you are confronted with families that have lost a child. 
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School of the Prophetic 4 Kids
A very practical hands on curriculum that can will help you Equip, Nurture 
and Train your family & children in the Prophetic including the Gifts of the 
Holy Spirit. There are 12 lessons including practical object lessons, 
activation exercises. 

The Gifts of the Holy Spirit 4 Kids
There is no Junior Holy Spirit. The SAME Holy Spirit that gives Gifts to 
adults makes them available to Children. Learn about the suitcase of Gifts 
that God wants to see operate in your children

Preaching 4 Kidz
Training and Equipping your children to preach effectively. How to prepare 
sermons, how to deliver a message, how to lead others to Jesus. Training 
Little Saints to minister.

Amazing Object Lessons made easy “Everything Christmas”
Some great fun ways to bring the Christmas story alive to your children. in 
the midst of all the hustle and bustle of the season, some powerful tools to 
bring the focus back on the CHRIST of Christmas
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Bible Memory Verse made easy
The Bible tells us the value of hiding God’s Word in our hearts in Psalm 119.
This training manual is filled with loads of creative ideas to bring the Word 
of God alive. They are memory hooks to help your children remember the 
Word of God. 

Bright Ideas Series: Games Galore
Some great fun crowd breakers and loads of games ideas. Written for Kids 
Ministry, these games are easily adaptable to your family environment. 

10 Quick Series: 10 Safety Barriers for every Children’s Ministry
Written for Kids Ministry. These are 10 vital safety barriers that every 
children’s Ministry must have. 

What is your Emergency?
For those days when you are called upon to step into a room full of kids and 
you are IT. A Quick resource to give you tools and lessons to minister at a 
moments notice. Tools include lessons, Object Lessons, Sign In sheets, 
Crowd Control tactics, and much more.
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Bible Journaling for Kids
A Powerful tool to help kids encounter God through hearing His Voice 
through His Word and responding.
Practical tools on how to Journal, receive and respond. 
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